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Increasing temperatures under climate change are thought to affect individual physiology of fish and other ectotherms
through increases in metabolic demands, leading to changes in species performance with concomitant effects on species
ecology. Although intuitively appealing, the driving mechanism behind thermal performance is contested; thermal performance (e.g. growth) appears correlated with metabolic scope (i.e. oxygen availability for activity) for a number of species, but a
substantial number of datasets do not support oxygen limitation of long-term performance. Whether or not oxygen limitations
via the metabolic scope, or a lack thereof, have major ecological consequences remains a highly contested question. size and
trait-based model of energy and oxygen budgets to determine the relative influence of metabolic rates, oxygen limitation and
environmental conditions on ectotherm performance. We show that oxygen limitation is not necessary to explain performance
variation with temperature. Oxygen can drastically limit performance and fitness, especially at temperature extremes, but
changes in thermal performance are primarily driven by the interplay between changing metabolic rates and species ecology.
Furthermore, our model reveals that fitness trends with temperature can oppose trends in growth, suggesting a potential
explanation for the paradox that species often occur at lower temperatures than their growth optimum. Our model provides a
mechanistic underpinning that can provide general and realistic predictions about temperature impacts on the performance
of fish and other ectotherms and function as a null model for contrasting temperature impacts on species with different
metabolic and ecological traits.
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Introduction
Temperature, through its effects on individual physiology, is a
dominant driver of species ecology and biogeography (Pinsky
et al., 2013; Deutsch et al., 2015). As a consequence, current

and predicted temperature increases under climate change
will act as a strong agent of change in many ecosystems
(Walther et al., 2002; Parmesan and Yohe, 2003; Deutsch
et al., 2015; Stuart-Smith et al., 2015). Such predictions of
changes in species ecology based on physiological function
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Thermal performance of fish is explained by an
interplay between physiology, behaviour and
ecology
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Although there are conceptual and model frameworks
to explain aspects of thermal performance and ecological
responses to temperature (Fry, 1947; Brown et al., 2004;
Pörtner, 2010; Pauly and Cheung, 2017), many of these
remain controversial as they appear limited in their generality or predictive capacity (Lefevre et al., 2017; Jutfelt et al.,
2018). To our knowledge, no general theoretical framework
exists to quantitatively explain and predict changes in ecological rates, such as observed change in growth and asymptotic
size (e.g. the temperature-size rule in ectotherms; Atkinson,
1994; Angilletta et al., 2004), or attack rates (Englund et al.,
2011; Rall et al., 2012) with temperature, from fundamental
physiological processes. Instead, and as advocated by the
metabolic theory of ecology (Brown et al., 2004), ecological
theory often treats ecological rates as being directly temperature dependent, without a direct link to the underlying physiological drivers (Angilletta et al., 2004; Vucic-Pestic et al.,
2011; Guiet et al., 2016).
A phenomenological description that assumes a general
ecological temperature response often fails to explain heterogeneity in ecological responses (Angilletta et al., 2004;
Rall et al., 2012). Although ecological rates seem to follow
some general patterns in the response to temperature, there
is also significant heterogeneity between species and trait
groups (Angilletta et al., 2004; Englund et al., 2011; Rall
et al., 2012). This leads to difficulties with extrapolation
across species or other model components (Guiet et al., 2016).
In this case, a deeper understanding of the underlying drivers
of thermal responses may be necessary in order to derive
general predictions about ecological responses to changing
temperatures (Vucic-Pestic et al., 2011; Lefevre et al., 2017).
Since the primary effect of temperature on organisms is on
individual physiology, a general model to explain ecological
response should be grounded in physiology.
Physiologically, a long-held view has been that temperature is a controlling factor while oxygen supply sets the

physiological limits (Fry, 1947; Claireaux and Lefrançois,
2007; Lefevre, 2016). How exactly temperature influences
ectotherm physiological rates and limits, however, has been
a matter of debate, not least because of the variable responses
observed among different species. In most species, the standard metabolic rate (SMR; the metabolic cost of maintenance and routine activity such as ventilation) increases near
exponentially with temperature. A prevalent view is that
the maximum metabolic rate (MMR; the metabolic rate at
maximum sustained exercise) has a dome-shaped response
to temperature, whereby it can be increased (passively and
actively) up to a point, but plateaus or decreases thereafter (Fry, 1947; Claireaux and Lefrançois 2007; Pörtner and
Farrell, 2008; Lefevre, 2016). This leads to the view of a
unimodal curve for metabolic scope (MMR minus SMR; the
available oxygen/energy for additional activity) and suggests
that towards the upper end of this curve, organisms will,
simply put, run out of oxygen.
This view was encapsulated in the theory of oxygen and
capacity limitation of thermal tolerance (OCLTT; Pörtner,
2010), which suggests that the decrease in metabolic scope
towards extreme temperatures limits species’ ability to sustain
core functions such as foraging and growth (i.e. functions
beyond SMR). In some species, however, MMR increases
steadily (Lefevre, 2016; Verberk et al., 2016), suggesting that
oxygen may not be the limiting factor at high temperatures.
Indeed, it has been argued that oxygen is unlikely to determine
performance for most species over most of their temperature
range as oxygen limits are rarely reached during normal
activity (Holt and Jorgensen, 2015; Jutfelt et al., 2018).
Here, we propose a quantitative size- and trait-based ecophysiological model to derive general predictions about temperature impacts on fish physiology, performance and ecology. We describe simple size-dependent physiological processes within an ecological context, and, using a simple optimization argument, show that observed ecological responses
of different life-history strategies can be predicted on the basis
of optimized bioenergetics under different temperatures.

Methods
Key assumptions
Our model assumes that physiology is described by two key
budgets: the energy and oxygen budgets (Holt and Jorgensen,
2014, 2015). We assume that animals will adapt activity levels
to optimize available energy for growth and reproduction
relative to mortality risk. Available energy is determined either
by food capture, by food processing capacity or by available
oxygen. We further assume that temperature acts directly
on rates that are determined by enzymatic activity: digestive
activity (via maximum consumption) and metabolic costs.
Consequently, temperature only acts on ecological rates (e.g.
actual feeding rates) via optimization of activity levels.

..........................................................................................................................................................
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are important to ensure appropriate policy and management
response to changing environments and expected effects on
organisms (McKenzie et al., 2016; Patterson et al., 2016).
However, the nature of these changes can be difficult to
predict as temperature effects scale from individuals to species
and ecosystems. Through this cascade of scales, incorrect
or approximate model assumptions at the individual scale
can have disproportionate effects on ecosystem-level outcomes (Brander et al., 2013; Lefevre et al., 2017). In marine
fish, for example, recent models suggest decreasing organism
size with warming temperatures under climate change, and
resulting decreases in the size of fish that make up fisheries
catches (Cheung et al., 2013). Such changes in fish growth
and size would have downstream implications for fisheries
stock assessment (e.g. by changing population productivity)
and management tools such as size limits. However, these
predictions have been criticized as overly simplistic and not
in line with physiological constraints (Brander et al., 2013;
Lefevre et al., 2017).
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Model description

Net energy gain P (mass per time) is the difference between
supply S and metabolic demands D, each being functions of
body weight w and temperature T:
P (w, T, τ ) = S (w, T, τ )) − D (w, T, τ ))

(1)

= (1 − β − φ) f (w, T, τ ) hc(T)wq
−c(T)kwn − τ c(T)ka w.

(2)

For supply, hc(T)wq is the maximum consumption rate, and
f (w,T,τ ) is the activity-dependent (i.e. a function of τ ) feeding
level as a fraction between 0 and 1. The supply is discounted
by the loss due to specific dynamic action β (SDA, or heat
increment; the energy spent absorbing food), and ϕ is the
fraction of food excreted and egested.
The feeding level is given by a Holling type II functional
response:

f (w, T, τ ) =

τ γ Θwp
.
τ γ Θwp + hc(T)wq

(3)

The feeding level is therefore determined by the fraction
of time spent foraging τ (henceforth the activity fraction),
foraging rate γ wp Θ (search rate γ wp times food resource
availability Θ) and maximum consumption hc(T)wq .
Metabolic demands (D(w,T,τ )) are standard metabolism
(SMR; kwn ), which scales with exponent n < 1, and active
metabolism τ ka w, which scales proportional to mass owing to
muscular demands scaling approximately isometrically with
weight (Brett, 1965; Glazier, 2009) and the activity fraction.
Temperature scaling of metabolic rates (standard and active
metabolism and maximum consumption rate) is determined
by enzymatic processes (e.g. digestion, glycolysis; Jeschke
et al., 2002; Sentis et al., 2013) and approximated by an
Arrhenius scaling c(T) = eEa (T−T0 )/(bTT0 ) (Gillooly et al.,
2001), where Ea is the activation energy, assumed constant,
T0 is the reference temperature (such that c(T) = 1 at 15◦ C)
and b is the Boltzmann constant. Note that we only scale
rates related to enzymatic activity with temperature, we do
not assume that ecological rates such as foraging rates or
activity are a direct function of temperature. Rather, they

The oxygen budget PO2 (w, T, τ ) (or aerobic scope) follows
a similar form to the mass budget
PO2 (w, T, τ )) = SO2 (w, T, τ )) − DO2 (w, T, τ ))

(4)

= SO2 (T)wn − ωc(T)


βf (w, T, τ ) hwq + kwn + ka w .

(5)

Demand (DO2 (w, T, τ )) is the sum of oxygen used for all
metabolic processes (except assimilation losses), with ω being
amount of oxygen required per mass. The oxygen supply
(SO2 (w, T, τ )) scales with body weight as wn multiplied by
a flexible dome-shaped function that can emulate both a
dome-shaped maximum oxygen supply (MOS) as well as a
MOS that increase continuously up to a lethal temperature
(Fig. 1). The maximum oxygen consumption is the oxygen
consumption during maximal activity level that can be sustained over some time and corresponds to the MMR in
our model. Although the MMR is often used synonymously
with both MOS and demand, in some species the maximal
oxygen consumption (Dmax
O2 ) is not reached at maximum
activity levels, but rather during digestion (Priede, 1985). In
our model, MMR and MOS are equivalent as we do not
explicitly model contributions from anaerobic metabolism,
such as during burst swimming or hypoxia. During such
events, the actual metabolic rate may be higher than oxygen consumption alone would suggest; however, such states
cannot usually be sustained (and therefore fall outside of
the sustained MMR defined here). We assume that oxygen
supply, taken as the aggregated process of oxygen delivery
from diffusion across respiratory organ membranes (e.g. gills)
to delivery for cellular metabolism, is temperature dependent
and follows a flexible dome-shaped function (Lefrancois and
Claireaux, 2003; Gnauck and Straškraba, 2013):






crit log(0.5)/ C50 −Ccrit
CO2 (T)−CO
O
O

SO2 (T) = λ(T) 1 − e

λ(T) = ζ

Tmax − T
Tmax − Topt

2

η

2

2



Tmax − T
exp −n
.
Tmax − Topt

(6)

(7)

Here λ(T) specifies the temperature dependency of O2
supply, whereas the second term in SO2 (T) term describes the
dependence on ambient O2 concentrations at temperature
T (O2 (T)). At constant temperature T, oxygen supply is
a function of ambient oxygen and is assumed to follow a
saturating function (Lefrancois and Claireaux, 2003). We
50 as the point where oxygen supply has dropped
specify CO
2

crit
by 50% relative to the saturation level λ(T), and CO
is
2
the ambient concentration at which oxygen supply ceases.
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Ectotherms adjust the relative amounts of time (τ ) spent on
metabolically costly activity and resting/hiding to optimize
the net energy gain relative to mortality (Gilliam and Fraser,
1987). In the following, we refer to τ as the activity fraction
for sake of generality. Since both energy gain and metabolic
losses are sensitive to temperature and oxygen limitations,
both the activity level and the net energy gain will be subject to these environmental constraints. Their interplay thus
determines available energy for growth and reproduction.

are modulated by an individual’s behavioural response to
temperature-driven physiological changes.
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Figure 1: MOS relative to the maximum supply for species with a
dome-shaped MOS (here η = 3) and a continually increasing MOS
(η = 0.1) used in model scenarios discussed below.

Ambient oxygen concentration levels are assumed to decline
with temperature according to a curve that approximates
declines of dissolved oxygen in saltwater at 35 PSU as
l · e−0.01851(T−5) , with l the oxygen concentration at 5◦ C. To
specify λ(T), we define Tmax as the lethal temperature for the
species, and Topt as the temperature at which oxygen supply
is maximized; η determines the width of the dome shape and
ζ its height. Note that the simulated increase in the aggregated
oxygen supply includes potential increases in oxygen delivery
via increased diffusive (passive) supply at higher temperatures
(Verberk et al., 2011) as well as increased active delivery
of oxygen made possible by increased heart rates at higher
temperatures (Lefrancois and Claireaux, 2003). With the
above formulation, we can emulate an oxygen supply (and
hence MMR) that increases up to the lethal temperature by
setting the temperature for maximum oxygen delivery close
to the lethal temperature (Fig. 1).
In our model, fish will adjust their activity fraction τ to
maximize fitness. We use Gilliam’s rule as a fitness proxy
Gilliam and Fraser, 1987:
τ ∗ = argmaxτ



P (w, T, τ ))
.
M(w, τ )

(8)

This optimization represents a ‘short-sighted’ fitness optimization that does not account for future changes in conditions and is appropriate for optimization in stable environments (Sainmont et al., 2015–09). Mortality scales with
activity fraction and weight as wq−1 (Andersen et al., 2009;
Hartvig et al., 2011):
M(w, τ ) = (ρ + μτ ) wq−1 .

(9)

In this equation, ρ is the base mortality at mass w = 1
and τ = 0, that is, with no activity beyond that covered by
standard metabolism, and μ is the coefficient for activityrelated mortality. By adjusting feeding activity τ , fish therefore
simultaneously modulate their potential food intake, mortality risk and metabolic costs of activity. Activity is limited
by available oxygen, such that the aerobic scope PO2 is not

That fish behave optimally to maximize food acquisition relative to mortality risk and energetic requirement is a standard hypothesis and assumption in ecological models (Priede, 1977; Gilliam and Fraser, 1987;
Claireaux et al., 2000; Hufnagl and Peck, 2011; Sainmont et al., 2015–09). Indeed, heightened mortality risk
may be a key driver of fish spending very little time
in vivo at metabolic regimes that approach the MOS
(Priede, 1977).

Defining performance metrics
Performance itself is a vague concept that is often used without definition in the relevant literature, but it is only defined
in the context of a particular physiological or demographic
parameter, with potentially different thermal response curves
(Jutfelt et al., 2018). For instance, even though growth in
ectotherms is often impacted by temperature (Angilletta et al.,
2004), measured performance may depend strongly on what
aspect of growth is measured—whether it is the growth increment at a particular size, growth efficiency per unit intake,
the attained asymptotic size or parameters of a fitted growth
curve. We use and compare four performance measures with
broad ecological and practical implications:
• Growth curves predicted through ontogeny, which allow
us to compare growth performance early and late in life (i.e.
juvenile growth versus asymptotic size).
• Production efficiency, here defined as available energy for
both growth and reproduction, relative to the food consumpP(w,T,τ )
tion (i.e. f (w,T,τ
).
)hc(T)wq
P
• The dimensionless ratio of Mw
, which is analogous to
the short-sighted fitness approximation (Gilliam’s rule) used
above.

• Fitness integrated over an individual’s lifetime, defined as
R0 (see below).

Growth response
Temperature affects growth via its effects on the energy
budget and the investment of available (surplus) energy into
reproduction and growth. The change in allocation to reproduction with size and age in variable environmental conditions is described by the maturation reaction norm (MRN),
which is generally defined as the probability of maturing at

..........................................................................................................................................................
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allowed to be negative over the timescales considered. In
other words, we consider timescales that are long enough to
ignore the ability of many ectotherms to go into oxygen debt
or to switch to anaerobic metabolism for limited periods of
time. This means we assume that animals will adjust their
foraging effort to optimize fitness given temperature and oxygen constraints. Note that this optimal foraging assumption
drives ecological responses as a consequence of physiological
constraints, rather than as a direct response to temperature
itself.
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a certain age under different growth conditions (Dieckmann
and Heino, 2007). We defined the reaction norm as the
mid-point of a logistic allocation function that determines
investment in reproduction as a function of age and size.

The allocation was parametrized as





φ w, w∗ = 1/ 1 + exp −c(w − w∗ ) ,
where w∗ is the intercept of the reaction norm, and c determines how rapidly energy allocation shifts from somatic
growth to reproduction.
As growth is also fundamentally driven by resource availability, we contrast the growth response to temperature at the
baseline level (Table 1), with a 1/3 reduction and increase in
available resources.

Fitness consequences
Fitness consequences for particular life-history strategies (trait
combinations, see below) at different temperatures can be
investigated if one considers the timescales in the model
to be short relative to evolutionary timescales (i.e. if the
model represents ecological timescales). On these timescales,
we assume that adaptive responses are negligible (but see
Sandblom et al., 2016; Moffett et al., 2018). We investigate
overall fitness with respect to temperature by calculating,
the lifetime reproductive output, for a given MRN and trait
parameters—we thus do not consider evolutionary consequences of changes in fitness here. R0 is the appropriate
measure of fitness when density dependence mainly operates
early in life (Kozlowski et al., 2004), as is often assumed for

R0 (T) =

∞
0



φ w(t), w∗ P (w(t), T, τ ) S0→t (T)dt, where
(10)
t

S0→t (T) =

exp (−M (w(t), τ )) dt

(11)

0

S0→t (T) is survival to age t, which is found by integrating over instantaneous survival (exp(−M(w(t), τ ))) from
age zero to t, where M depends on weight-at-age (w(t))
and temperature T via temperature-driven activity. Fitness
is the integral over energy allocated to reproduction at age
t and corresponding weight w(t), φ(w(t), w∗ )P(w(t), T, τ )
(the reproductive output) and the probability of surviving to
age t.

Trait-based scenarios
To ensure a level of generality beyond existing, species-specific
ecophysiological models, we explored ecological impacts of
optimized behaviour at different temperatures in a traitbased context. In doing so, we hoped to bridge the existing
gap between detailed species-specific models, and general,
largely conceptual theory describing temperature impacts.
Specifically, we contrast species along a gradient of life history that, at the one end, maximizes production (energy
acquisition; henceforth called the fast strategy, indicated by
a subscript f ) at the cost of increased metabolism and mortality, and at the opposing end minimizes mortality and
metabolic costs at the expense of production (henceforth
slow strategy, indicated by a subscript s). This axis leads to
an approximately constant ratio of production to mortality
and corresponds to a line of equal size in the life-history
space proposed by Charnov et al. (2013). In other words,
this axis contrasts species of similar size (here L∞ ∼ 30cm
or w∞ ∼ 270g) with defensive/sluggish versus active life
histories.
To implement this axis, we used the result that species with
a more active, production-oriented life history (e.g. predatory pelagic fish) have a higher standard metabolism and
lower weight scaling of metabolic costs (Priede, 1985; Killen
et al., 2010). We assumed that higher standard metabolism
is due to increased digestive capacity (i.e. is used for gut
maintenance), though high muscle mass and a larger heart
will also contribute to higher standard metabolism in active
species (Priede, 1985). In practice, we assumed that ∼50%
of the standard metabolic cost is due to supporting organs
associated with feeding activity alone, such that a doubling of
the maximum ingestion leads to a 50% increase in standard
metabolic cost. We further assumed that such active species
have a less effective refuge from predators and therefore have
a higher constant mortality, but lower mortality related to

..........................................................................................................................................................
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The slope of MRNs is evolutionarily determined by the
strength of the covariation between growth and mortality
for a given population in a given environment. Strongly
positive covariation leads to the relatively flat reaction norms
observed for most fish populations (Marty et al., 2011). This
covariation is probably the consequence of good growth
conditions (e.g. from increased food resources) altering the
baseline mortality ρ and the risk of foraging μ (e.g. by attracting predators). We did not explicitly model these interactions
here (aside from the dependence of mortality on τ ), but
rather assumed that reaction norms evolved over regimes
of relatively stable temperature and growth variation in the
past. Consequently, we assumed that the evolved slope of the
reaction norm is a fixed trait over the timescales considered
here for a particular species or population, and for simplicity
and generality we assume a flat reaction norm (i.e. allocation
to reproduction is a function of size only; Fig. S1), although
sloping reaction norms can be formulated and used in our
framework (see Appendix 1). The intercept of this reaction
norm was found numerically by maximizing fitness (R0 ,
see below) at the reference temperature for our simulations
(15◦ C), and this intercept was assumed fixed as temperatures
change.

fish (Andersen et al., 2017; Lorenzen and Camp, 2018) and
was calculated as
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Table 1: Parameters of the constrained activity model for two scenarios: slow strategy and fast strategy species.

Description

Symbol (unit)

Value
Slow strategy

Fast strategy

SDA

β

Egestion and excretion

ϕ

0.15
0.25
(g1−n ·y−1 )

Coeff. for std. metabolism

k

1

1.5

Coeff. for act. metabolism

ka (g·y−1 )

4

2

Exponent for std. metabolism

n

0.88

0.75

Feeding ecology
(g1−p ·y−1 )

Coeff. for encountered food

γ

Exponent for clearance rate γ

p

0.8

Coeff. for maximum consumption rate

h (g1−q ·y−1 )

30

Exponent for max. consumption h

q

0.8
(g·y−1 )

60 (40/80)

60

Coeff. for constant mortality

ρ

0.1

1

Coeff. for activity-related mortality

μ(y−1 )

6

1

(◦ C)

15

Temperature
Reference temperature
Activation energy

0.52

Temperature at maximum MOS

20/25
–

5–26

c

0.5

Critical

(mg·L−1 )

2

Dissolved at

(mg·L−1 )

4

Doming for supply

η

3/0.1

Temperature range
Reaction norm
Slope
Reaction

0

Oxygen budget

Level of supply

ζ

(g·y−1 )

0.5

1

For parameters with dual values (i.e. x/y), the former reflects species with a domed MOS with respect to temperature, whereas the latter corresponds to species with a
continuously increasing MOS.
Values in brackets for γ are alternative resource availability scenarios.

activity (i.e. Ms (w) = (0.1 + 6τ )wq−1 and Mf (w) = (1 +
τ )wq−1 ). Exact parameter values for these trait scenarios are
given in Table 1. Together, these assumed trait differences lead
to very different ecological and bioenergetic responses of slow
and fast strategists (Fig. 2), with τ ∗ found at lower activity
levels for slow strategists, as high activity induces exceedingly
high mortality and decreasing energy efficiency (i.e. available
energy relative to food intake) at high activity levels. A slower
increase in available energy and M with τ for fast strategists
leads to a higher τ ∗ .

We further contrasted species with oxygen limitation at
high temperatures (i.e. species with a unimodal metabolic
scope) with species that do not experience oxygen limitation
at high temperatures (at least not up to a lethal temperature,
where death may be induced by sudden failure to deliver
oxygen to vital organs, or failure of biochemical pathways
at high temperature (Iftikar and Hickey, 2013; Salin et al.,
2016)). In practice, this was achieved as described above
by setting the maximum oxygen delivery close to the lethal
temperature (Fig. 1). Note that, although we assume here that

..........................................................................................................................................................
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limitations over the temperature range are due to oxygen
availability, other limiting mechanisms, such as the respiratory control ratio (Iftikar and Hickey, 2013; Salin et al.,
2016), may determine upper limits to activity over some
or all of a species temperature range. However, the overall
mechanism would be the same to the one assumed here, with
different units (e.g. ATP instead of O2 ).
Our scenarios were parametrized to allow for excess
metabolic scope beyond maximum foraging activity (i.e.
τ = 1). This assumption is in line with observations that
the aerobic scope often exceeds energetic requirements
from swimming alone and is adapted to provide oxygen
for digestion (SDA), the oxygen demand of which can be
as high or higher than that of locomotion alone (Priede,
1985). Model code can be found at https://github.com/PhilippNeubauer/AdaptiveActivityModel; an interactive version of the
model can be found here: https://dragonfly-science.shinyapps.io/
SizingtheFxofClimateChange/.

Results
Increasing metabolic demands at higher temperatures leads to
increased activity levels in order to optimize energy gains relative to mortality risk (Fig. 3). This difference in activity level is
especially pronounced in slow strategy species, for which the
overall activity level is markedly lower and which consistently
show higher activity over all sizes for the simulated life history
(Fig. 4). A similarly higher activity level is observed for small
fast strategy individuals (e.g. post-larval) for which even initial activity levels are very high (Fig. 4). For these individuals,
the higher activity levels and metabolic demands lead to an
active metabolic rate that is close to their MMR. For all other
sizes across the two trait scenarios, oxygen is only limiting to
activity at the extremes of the simulated temperature range
(Fig. 3) and only for species with a dome-shaped MOS with
respect to temperature. For species with a rising MOS with

Figure 3: Optimum (red long-dashed), maximum (green
short-dashed) and realized (blue solid lines) activity levels (top row
[a,b]) at increasing temperatures for a 10 g fish with a dome-shaped
MOS with increasing temperature (maximum at 20◦ C), with
corresponding oxygen demand (bottom row [c,d]); MOS (green
short-dashed), standard metabolism (red long-dashed) and realized
(active; blue solid lines) metabolic demand, as well as metabolic
scope (orange long-dashed) at activity level τ , for slow life history (a
and c) and fast life history (b and d).

temperature, oxygen is not limiting (Fig. S2). However, larger
fast strategy individuals are predicted to show a slightly domeshaped relationship between activity levels and temperature
at intermediate sizes, and slightly decreasing activity levels
in response to temperature at large sizes, despite available
aerobic scope for activity. This adjustment is a function of
metabolic activity costs assumed here—if we assume smaller
metabolic costs for activity, activity levels are always higher
at higher temperature (Fig. S3).
Temperature and metabolic demand-driven adjustments to
the activity level lead to substantial changes in performancerelated metrics in both trait scenarios (Fig. 5). For slow strategy species, higher activity levels at warmer temperatures lead
to relatively stable feeding levels, but a substantially higher
mortality coupled with slightly increased available energy
leads to an overall decline in the ratio of P to M. Available
energy shows a dome-shaped response to temperature in slow
strategists and is maximized at relatively high temperatures.
However, it is limited by oxygen availability only at high temperatures in species with a dome-shaped MOS. Production
efficiency follows a near opposite trend due to the relatively
flat response in the feeding level f , but temperature-driven
increases in maximum consumption.
For fast strategists, the relatively modest response in activity levels at all but the smallest sizes leads to a decline in
feeding levels, which causes a largely dome-shaped response
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Figure 2: Available energy P (Blue solid line), efficiency (green
dashed line) and the ratio of P to M (orange dotted line) are impacted
as a function of changing activity at constant temperature (T = 15◦ C)
for a growing fish (cm) at 10 cm length (10 g). Responses are shown
for slow (a) and fast strategy (b). All rates are plotted relative to their
maximum for each trait scenario; the optimal activity level is
indicated by the dotted vertical line.
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Figure 6: On ecological timescales, increasing temperature (purple
to yellow growth curves) modifies growth, and maturation age
changes according to the reaction norm (black dots at 50% allocation
to reproduction), whereas asymptotic size is affected by changes in
absolute energy available for growth. Growth curves are shown for
slow (left column [a,c,e]) and fast strategists (right column [b,d,f ]), at
increasing food availability from top (a/b) to bottom (e/f ). Baseline
resource availability assumed in all other simulations is that shown in
panels c and d.

mortality levels, the ratio of P/M largely follows the trend in
P.

Figure 5: Feeding level (blue solid line), available energy P (green
long-dashed), efficiency (orange dotted), mortality (red
dotted-dashed) and the ratio of P to M (yellow solid) are impacted by
changing activity and the metabolic response to temperature for a
growing fish (cm) at 10 cm length (10 g). Responses are shown for
slow and fast strategy (a and b, respectively), for species with and
without oxygen limitation (left and right columns, respectively).
Energy, mortality and fitness are plotted relative to their maximum
over all temperatures.

Simulated growth curves illustrate the ontogenetic consequences of higher temperatures (Fig. 6). For both trait scenarios, fastest growth occurred at relatively high temperatures,
with declining growth for oxygen limited species at the highest
temperatures (Fig. S4). This can be explained by ontogenetic
shifts in temperature optima for growth (Fig. S5); for small
individuals, available energy and growth consistently peak
at high temperatures, but this peak rapidly moves to lower
temperatures as individuals in either trait scenario grow.
For large individuals, growth is optimized at relatively low
temperatures, leading to larger asymptotic size at lower temperatures.

of available energy and growth efficiency to warmer temperatures (Fig. 5). Again, production efficiency peaks at relatively
low temperatures, but for fast life histories, available energy
P peaks at much lower temperatures. Given the relatively flat

Resource availability strongly modulates this growth
response to temperature; low-resource availability leads to
strong differences in asymptotic size, whereas high food
availability leads to fast growth and larger asymptotic length
at high temperatures (Figs 6 and 7). In addition, in very
resource poor conditions, individuals may not grow to
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Figure 4: Optimum (red long-dashed), maximum (green
short-dashed) and realized (blue solid lines) activity levels (left
column) at increasing temperatures through ontogeny for a for fish
with a cm at 1.25 g (5 cm; a–b); 10 g (10 cm; c–d) and 80 g (20 cm;
e–f ), for slow strategy (slow life history; left column [a,c,e]) and fast
strategy (fast life history; right column [b,d,f ]) species with a
dome-shaped MMR with respect to temperature.
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reproductive size in our scenario of a flat MRN. Overall
growth responses to temperature are not strongly affected by
the assumed slope of the MRN (Figs S6 and S7), although
a negatively sloped MRN does ensure maturation in lowresource environments.
Overall fitness consequences mirror trends in the ratio
of P/M (Fig. 8a), which can be seen as a short-sighted
approximation to overall fitness optimization (Sainmont
et al., 2015). With increasing temperatures, fitness declines
at our basic parameter settings, in opposition to growth
and aerobic scope. At low temperatures, fitness is limited
by aerobic scope, with the magnitude determined by the
extend of doming in aerobic scope. Note that this limitation
through the aerobic scope appears at higher temperatures
than apparent from Fig. 3, reflecting stronger limitation of
oxygen on growth during early life (Fig. S5). Fitness trends
with temperature are strongly dependent on metabolic costs
of activity (Fig. 8b), and changing the activity cost to lower
values attenuates the decline in fitness with temperature for
slow strategy species and moves the fitness optimum to higher
temperatures for fast strategy species. Similarly, increased
food availability can lead to a slower decline of fitness with
temperature, especially for fast strategists (Fig. 8c).

Figure 8: Fitness (R0 ), relative to maximum fitness within (a and b)
oxygen limited (blue) and non-oxygen limited (teal) for slow (left
column) and fast strategy (right column) species at the assumed MRN
and default parameters, and (c and d) changes in relative fitness with
respect to temperature resulting from decreasing levels of activity
cost symbolized by decreasing line width, and (e and f ) changes in
relative fitness with respect to temperature as a function of
increasing food availability (increasing line width).

The general model and its parameter values are also easily
adjusted to reflect particular organisms or theories.

Discussion

It has been argued that the OCLTT as a concept provides
a basis to explain observed responses to climate change on
the basis of oxygen limitation via the aerobic scope (Pörtner
and Farrell, 2008; Pörtner, 2010), and simple oxygen budgets
have been used to predict metabolic constraints on organismal
activity due to warming ocean temperatures (Deutsch et al.,
2015). As a conceptual framework, however, the OCLTT is
subject not only to semantic dispute but also criticism of its
core concept of oxygen limitation (Lefevre, 2016; Jutfelt et al.,
2018).

In this study, we attempt to provide a general mechanistic
basis for exploring thermal sensitivities of ectotherm organisms. Much of the recent debate about the validity of projected
climate change impact on ectotherms, and fish in particular,
has revolved around the validity of particular concepts, such
as the OCLTT and projections based on the gill-oxygen
limitation theory (Pauly and Cheung, 2017; Lefevre et al.,
2018). We attempted to go beyond this debate by developing
a model that allows for general insights about the temperature response in ectotherms, while being specific enough to
mechanistically articulate aspects of physiology and ecology
that are fundamental to organism response to temperature.

Our quantitative thermal impact model generalizes existing ecophysiological models for particular species and stocks
(Hufnagl and Peck, 2011; Holt and Jorgensen, 2014, 2015)
and allows to develop a more nuanced understanding of interactions between temperature, oxygen limitation and ecology for species with varying traits. In line with the conceptual framework of Fry’s aerobic scope and the OCLTT, our
model suggests that oxygen limitation can be a potentially
important ecological driver, especially at extreme temperatures for species with declining MOSs in such temperature
regimes. At the onset of this limitation, ecological parameters change drastically, and both growth and mortality are
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Figure 7: Interactive effects of food availability and temperature of
the asymptotic size (L∞ ), with increasing line width showing
increasing food resource availability for (a) slow and (b) fast
life-history species.
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Variations in performance metrics away from temperature
extremes are primarily affected by the interaction of
temperature-driven metabolic demands with optimal feeding
behaviour. Predictions from our model, in line with metabolic
experiments and species-specific physiological predictions
(Holt and Jorgensen, 2014), suggest that routine activity,
including normal swimming behaviour, feeding and digestion,
usually lead to routine metabolic rates that are well below the
MOS, even in fish with high metabolism (Priede, 1985; Lucas
and Priede, 1992). Strenuous swimming activity, for example,
usually only makes up a small proportion of the standard
energy budget in fish (Priede 1977, 1985). Furthermore, as a
limit for long-term performance, the MOS does not usually
impose a limitation on short-term energy demands, as fish
can incur oxygen debt during swimming bursts during which
the MOS is exceeded (Brett, 1972; Priede, 1985). A logical
conclusion is that the metabolic scope is only limiting to
performance at extreme temperatures where MOS is low due
to impaired oxygen delivery.
In many species, both the aerobic scope and growth peak
at relatively high temperatures within the potential thermal
range, yet species are often found at temperatures lower
than these optima (Magnuson and DeStasio, 1997; Claireaux
et al., 2000). Previous explanations of this niche occupation paradox involved environmental factors that narrow the
thermal niche or behaviour that optimizes thermal performance across available habitats (Magnuson and DeStasio,
1997; Claireaux et al., 2000; Martin and Huey, 2008). In
nearly all our simulation scenarios, fitness is predicted to
decline with increasing temperature, and our model therefore
provides a complementary explanation to those based on
behavioural thermoregulation in variable environments (Martin and Huey, 2008). This decline with temperature also leads
to a parsimonious explanation for the relationship between
growth performance and fitness at varying temperatures.
Resource availability imposes a strong environmental constraint on organisms, with all aspects from optimal activity
levels, mortality and available energy for growth ultimately

influenced by available food resources. Changes in food
resource availability thus influence individual temperature
response directly via available energy, and indirectly, through
altered energetic requirements to procure food and changes in
mortality due to changes in the optimal activity level. In lowfood environments, changing energetic demands with temperature are not easily adjusted for, and any adjustment demands
higher energetic costs and mortality risk. This environmentdriven change in costs of temperature adjustments leads to the
strong modulation of the growth response, as well as changing
gradients in fitness with temperature in these environments.
In particular, in low-food environments, asymptotic size is
strongly reduced at high temperatures, whereas this is not
necessarily the case in high-food environments.
Our model prediction of declining fitness with temperature
is particularly sensitive to activity costs, with low activity
costs leading to increased fitness at warmer temperatures.
Our default parametrization is based on the assumption
that activity cost reflects the cost of maximal activity (i.e.
cost of τ = 1) and has the same pay-off for all life histories.
This approximation may not reflect actual activity cost as
swimming at MMR in fast predatory fish is far more efficient
than swimming of sluggish fish, such as flatfish (Priede, 1985).
Such an efficiency gain may occur as a result of more efficient
form or physiology, or simply by reduced drag at large size
(e.g., whale sharks), and may be a key requirement to the
viability of active pelagic predatory fish in tropical waters.
Optimal activity is predicted to be higher at warmer temperature in nearly all cases, but this finding is sensitive to
the cost of activity—at higher cost relative to the potential
pay-off, activity may even decline at high temperatures. Predictions of increased activity are supported by many observations in experimental and field conditions for both larval
and adult fish (Brown et al., 1989; Claireaux et al., 1995;
Biro et al., 2007; Sswat et al., 2018). This increase of activity
often occurs despite increased mortality (Biro et al., 2007;
Sswat et al., 2018) and serves the necessity to offset increased
metabolic expenses. Only large individuals of the simulated
fast strategy species will optimally decrease activity as a result
of increased temperature. In this case, additional activity will
lead to comparatively small gains from feeding relative to the
cost of activity and SDA, owing to the non-linearity of the
functional response.
Taken together, the physiological processes and optimization described in our model provide a mechanistic underpinning for observations about changes of ecological rates, such
as increasing or dome-shaped consumption or attack rates
with temperature (Biro et al., 2007; Englund et al., 2011; Rall
et al., 2012). Depending on the strength of oxygen limitation
and the development of the optimal activity level over the
range of temperatures considered, attack rates and feeding
rates may appear to be steadily increasing via increased
optimal activity, or dome-shaped from oxygen limitation or
dome-shaped optimal activity. Thus, rather than assuming ad
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strongly impacted. This limitation closely mimics limitations
seen in wild fish (Myrick and Cech, 2000) and is in line
with observations that fish often seek specific water temperatures to optimize metabolic function (Claireaux et al.,
1995; Armstrong et al., 2013). Fitness, however, appears to
be limited through the metabolic scope primarily via limitations at temperature extremes and impact on particular
life-history stages. For instance, oxygen limitation is a more
severe constraint for small individuals (Fig. S5) and thereby
can limit growth performance early in life, impacting overall
fitness. Furthermore, changes in environmental oxygen supply, if beyond an organism’s ability to compensate via passive
or active compensation mechanisms, will induce an overall
lower aerobic scope and lead to an earlier onset of oxygen
limitation, but such scenarios do not change the qualitative
predictions from our model.
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hoc changes in ecological rates in response to temperature that
may not be transferable between species and traits, the change
in these rates may be mechanistically described in terms of
optimal ecological adjustments to physiological constraints.

In order to provide a general framework, our model set-up
is deliberately minimalist, and probably under-parametrized
to reflect ecological and life-history aspects of particular
species, such as migrations, social behaviour or seasonal
energy requirements. As such, this framework provides a null
model to assess the diversity of possible responses in fish,
and other ectotherms, to temperature in a highly simplified
system. Nevertheless, it provides a starting point from which
to explore the importance of costs and benefits of particular life histories and thermal adaptations. For instance, a
recent species-specific ecophysiological model for cod (Gadus
morhua) that includes similar physiological constraints to
our model predicted relatively high fitness at high temperatures (Holt and Jorgensen, 2014, 2015). Although this difference is potentially due to the different activity cost coefficients, foraging assumptions and species-specific parametrizations in their model, differences may also be due to key
assumptions about optimal reproduction; the model of Holt
and Jorgensen (2014) assumed that reproductive investment
is instantaneously optimized in a changing climate, pointing to the possibility that adaptation of reproductive strategies could offset potential fitness declines with increasing
temperatures.
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Appendix 1: MRN
A flat MRN leads to a logistic allocation to reproduction that
is only dependent on size and independent of age (Fig. S1).

φ(z) = 1/ (1 + exp (−(cz))) , where

(12)







z (t, w(t)) = w(t) − w∗ cos a tan(b) − t sin a tan(b) (13)
rotates the coordinate system about the slope b of the reaction
norm, t is the age, w is the mass, w∗∗ is the intercept of the
reaction norm and c determines how rapidly energy allocation
shifts from somatic growth to reproduction.
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Similarly, our model provides a mechanistic basis for the
temperature-size rule in ectotherms (Atkinson, 1994), without
needing to evoke direct changes in ecological rates with
temperature. The physiological basis leads to heterogeneous
predictions about growth trajectories over ranges of temperature, with various degrees of nesting (i.e. non-crossing) and
crossing of growth trajectories possible depending on ecological conditions (e.g. food availability) and physiological traits
(Fig. 6; Fig. S4). Due to its reliance on physiological traits
and their interaction with ecological variables, our model
provides a multivariate framework to predict heterogeneous
temperature impacts on size and growth (Angilletta et al.,
2004).

models (Guiet et al., 2016) and species-specific ecophysiology models (Hufnagl and Peck, 2011; Holt and Jorgensen,
2014, 2015). In addition, our model provides a more explicit,
physiology-based mechanistic model to derive general predictions about temperature effects on ectotherms than previous
general frameworks such as the OCLTT. Predictions from
the OCLTT are both contributing to patterns in fitness and
ecological rates shown here, but are also only part of the
picture, and we suggest that future improvements of predictive frameworks should center on model criticism and
improvements and leave behind semantic discussions about
conceptual constructs that are difficult to explicitly link to
data. Improved ecophysiological models will provide a more
robust basis for incorporating ecophysiology into tactical
management and strategic conservation planning (McKenzie
et al., 2016; Patterson et al., 2016).
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